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MATERIALS ENGINEERING
4
Senior Members-. Dr. Solomon Pollack, Dr. Lo !. ,.is G,41falco
*1
sSenior Investigators:	 Dr. M. Altman and ]fir. K. Sreeniva san
a{ Graduate Students: 	 S. J. Amir and H. Koramaty
OBJECTIVES
To measure the thermal diffusivity of two typos of mixtures:
1.	 solid mixtures in which the components of the
mixturos are both in solid state
2.	 solid-gas mixtures in which the solid has a certain
amount of porosity containing gases like helium or
argon.
PREVIOUS ACCOMPLISHMENTS
The thermal diffusivities of the following components and mixtures
i' orted:rep
1.	 CaF 2	INDEC -SR- 7 and SR-9
2.	 BaF 2 	INDEC-SR-9
1
. 3.	 MgF 2	INDEC-SR-13
k 4.	 CaF 2 + BaF 2	(1 to 1 weight)	 INDEC-SR-11
5.
	
CaF2 +BaF 2	(1 to 2 weight)	 INDEC-SR -11
0
(2 to I weight)	 INDEC-SR-16.	 CaF 2 + BaF 2	'
7.	 CaF 2 + MgF 2 	(1 to 1 weight)	 INDEC -SR-12 , SR-13
B.	 Cal? 2 + MgF 2	(1 to 2 weight)	 INDEC-SR-13
Thp thermal diffusivity was measured over the range of 100 00 to
11000C using a vacuum furnace .
,
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1.1 THERMAL DIFrUSIVITY OF MIXTURES
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FUTURE WORK
There is a twofold aim in determin.kng the thermal diffusivity of mix-
tures.	 One is to compare the experimental value of the thermal diffusivity
constant with that obtained by thoory (Ref. 10 for the case of solid -solid
mixtures, This is im portant since, theoretically, it is not possible to treat
the problem rigorously, and the equations developed are only approximate.
Thermal diffusivity of a g reat number of mixtures will have to bu determined
to make a conclus ,.v evaluation of the, theory. Thermal diffusivities at much
higher temperatures will be evaluated to see how the theory predicts in the
higher temperature range.
The second aim is to determine the contribution of heat condu,:tion
and radiation to the total heat transfer across the pore in the porous media .
A number of porous material samples with different porosity will b '^ used.
Using different gases to fill up the pores at various pressures will help to
determine the heat transfer process in mixtures of solids and gases. There
is theoretical work on this subject also (see Refs. 2, 3, 4). The present
investiga , ton will help the merit of the theory, especial'.y at high tempera-
turp s .
REFERENCES
1. Dr. Hashin, Professor, University of Pennsylvania (class notes)
2. H. W. Russell, Journal of American Ceram'.r Society, 18.1, 1935. 
3. A. L. Loeb, Journal of American Ceramic Society, 37.96, 1954.
4. W. D. Kingery, Progress in Ceramic Science, Vol. II,	 p. 181.
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G1. 1 41RAMUNT COND!JC T^JN IN C^() MPQSITE_ CYLINDERS
Dr. M. Altman, Director
Dr. K. Sreenivasan, Post, Docto,il Follow
OBJECTIVES
To develop the analytical solution for the initial transient in a
composite cylinder.
PREVIOUS ACCOMPLISHMENTS
None
PROGRESS IN PAST PERIOD
The transient solution to the heat conduction equation in a three
-laver -.oniposite cylinder was developed assuming perfect 'thermal contact
betweeri the interfaces. The solution was used to obtain ti l e time-temperature
history in a three layer composite cylinder. Details are shown on page
through
I
j
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1. 3 ;7'!XPERIIAENTA"., D;TERMINATION OF THE THERMOVI'X(ITRIG
PV)PERTIES Or GRAPHITE ALLOYS
1^vnior Inve , tigator: Dr. .13. R. Po"1- ckt,	 1;	 'L d
Graduate Studeat: J. J. Curry
P K p^r I ^ LE's
The aim of this p,oject is to study several compounds belonging to
the class 1-11 
2 -111 -VI 
4 ' The four compounds chosen for study as potential
the-rinoolectric material ,-, are:
1. CuGd 2 InT o,,
r	
2. CuZn 2 1 nT o 4
3. CuCd 2 InSe 4
4. AqCd 2 InT e 4
Expe,Aiments are to be performed on the above-mentioned compounds
to try to charaoterize their thermoelectric properti n s as completely as possible.
This compound was substituted for CuZn 2 InSe 4 that was listed in SR-13
due to preparational problems with the sole-,Wes in this class.
PREVIOUS ACCOWLISHMENTS
As reported in INDEC-SR-13, the thermoelectric power, Hall co-
efficient, electrical conductivity, microhardness and optical reflection
measurements have been made on CuCd 
2 
InTe 4 
and CuZn 2 InTe 4'
Both compounds exhibited low Hall mobilities, and the temperature
dependenct.." e of the mobility was not characteristic of a single scattering
mechanism.
1-4
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i.	 ^l^trw^^1 rf^N.f a f °tra^r^	 ^^^^ .^^,@ r adaf a ,a ut tho 6000A - 25000A region
.ah(< gwoil n, f	 >h«^r^f^°^^^rr^,tr 	 1^^	 ^r^^^e aar., .
	
1 1tf 1,
	 Ev PA.1-)'r IPERI(_)D
cif^^rr^urf-mn &,it., i 'f tit I° 	 t,, i tah l :#f' li.;tf , d ,ibove were	 ,made on
Il'i"P I oo! A f t , ' , i, 111'r''	 "ht, vjri,Mon of conductivity, Hall co-
M
r	 O,ftu °rf , nt ^:tnd tho tiw
	
p wt.-r ft #r Agfl ',d2ln`ro4 was quite snnilar to
	
of;f1 2 Ir^'I'f 1 ar3 k i 'f E^^t,^^bd`'f4.	 'I'lo, rti^,bility was a bit higher than in the
kf
fthf^r° two) , infi ir, Ai , m'7" III	 I for purposes of comparison.
'd2ir^^^if^ i , hfjWv(^ R i ,in immf -a.,ur- olo Hall coefficient over the en-
:.	 the tf , niperatfu't rAI'Vtt', ^rnd thorn+f rf^, its mobility was not directly ascer-
tainable. A 11 , it the ^ f ithl , r	 ^monts w r(f made and are shown also in
I'iftfiro, I throufih IV ;1 ,w ttif-b ii , nlTwraturc variation of the thentio-
electrif ^rf^ ^erw , f, it re ^r(^:'wntlrt iv, -rrr^ p lf ^t; of each of the, four compounds .1	 1	 1	 l	 P
r'
	
	
Tht-,, lf)w thormoelol, tric j)c,vv k j t ,r:ifi • mall Hall coefficient forCuid2lnSe4
;oom indi(-ativ F, (4 lNoth , If f,tron ;tnfi hr jIt . - , )eduction. A two band model
ftiv(?s a 'Ior f, ,4,kirt , or ont with thf^ 11,01 fiol,i , thermoelectric power, and
1	 f,lfy( >trjc,r 1 c-miductivity, ,
^ •	 TN f )th# x thr(^( , ,oml pond., ; R.'u "d9InT(-,,, , CuZn 2 lnTe 4 and AgCd2InTe4)
o,-,!an bo --l.ploined on i ,imply ,)w band model for a lightly degenerate semi -
P 	 conductor. Effectivo nias v,(,s	 bf, cair-ulated from this cza. - . The masses
are imo 11 un f ough to tae intlit,ativf of hic1her rnobilitie.r,. The low mobilities
it Al of the compourA c, .'ould th-^n arj%., from two possible sources.
(i) thL,	 of the ontin boundaries in the
p,^lycry^^t,i;
or
1r 	 (2) a rnicrf)s(,, tirr;gatit)ri effect prod{.lcing micro-
scopic p n )iinctirins within the material
f	 (_' >nductivity its a binction of fn-rjuency should show whether grain
>l 	 boundaries are the cciusa. If Ck, e gr,iins are considered capacitively coupled
Y	 `
r
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due to an oxide or void at the boundary, then i.'JI) and low froquoncy AC
meatiurements .,-.b%iulO show a k^w c ,;aductivity. At high(-,, r frequencies Lhe
impedance of
	
houndwies is low --.nd the conductivity should increaso.
Measurc-.nents fr,..zi , 10 hz - 200 khz show almost no change, tht-,reby ruling
out the grain boundary effect. The microsegregation effect is currently
being investigatoki.
In addition, the optical reflection meastirements were extended down
U
to 2000A . The tailing off of the reflectivity was ty pical for semi-conductors
of this type representing ds! ., up excitations.
Single crystril attempts w^ , re %iada on AgCd 
2 
InT e 
4 
using solution
growth techniques, but these producc-A two phase materials.
FUTURE WORK.
As mentioned earlier, the inobllities are quite low and do not reflect
a single scattering mechanism. Alloy scattering dueto a micro segroqation
will be evaltated to see if this model could explain the low mobil.-Ities. It
is now to be determined whether the low mobility is indicative of the material
or whether it is an al-tifact- of preparation, This will determine its potential
usefulness as a thermoelectric material. A doctoral dissertation based on
this work wOU be prepared.
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1.4 S'JPERCONDUC'I'IVrrY IN EVAPORATED TUN tt w f L S
Senior Investigatur: Dr. S . R. Po11iirK	 -^	 r
Graduate Student: S. Basavaiah
OBIECTIVES
The primary objective of this stuc:y was to determine the reason for
the large enhancement of the superconducting transi' !cr ternperature in
tungsten thin films. The secondary objective was t , study the pruperties "-
	 -
of the tungsten thin film superconductors.
	
l
PREVIOUS ACCOMPLISHMENTS	 I
A 11 data were completed on the area s of (1) Structure of tung step
	
M__^ —
	 F
films. (2) Effect of gas .rccsuce on structure. 	 3 Tunneling data.
PROGRESS IN PAST PERIOD
The data were analyzed and summarized The work w 	 -d
	 	
wa s complete
and was reported as follows:
(1) S. R. Pollack and S. Basavaiah, Bull Am Phys Soc .
13, March 1968,  P. 4 76 .	 -^
(2) S. Basavaiah and S. R. Pollack, Appl. P_hys. Let. ,
12, 259 (1968) .
(3) S. Basavaiah and S. R. Pollack,] Appl. Phys.,
(to be published) .
The accompanying reprint summarizes some of the results of this
investigation. Mr . Bdsavaia , also submitted a Ph.D. Thesis.
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Fig. 1. X - ray diffraction pattern for W films, with pressur-s
duwing dtpoikion of (o) 3 r 10 "torr; (l1) 2 x 10 'torn.
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SUPERCONDUCTIVITY IN EVAPORATED Tl1NGSTEN FILMS*
S Heim NC ah and S R Pullnck
School of Me(Alluwgy and Maerials S(ien(e, Unive ►ut) of Pcnns)lvania
Phll•delphia, Pe • Insylvnnia 14144
(Received 13 March 146tt)
"1 unKsten films were found /u be supr r(ond ur Ling at 3 2'K Upon investigation by x-ray and election d iffraction,
a a W (A IS) structure was evident. S , ipercon(fu(tmg tunneling studies revraled that the ratio 20(())ikT, vat icd
from 2 32 and 3.64 and A(T)/0(11) vs TIT, followed thr IW% thcot y
the pressure is decreased, the (200) and (211) lines
of the• 13-W phase decrease in intensity and the (I 10)
a-W line increases in intensity until at 10' vwr only
t -
t
t
I .
r
}r^
l
r
s
air
Recently there have appeared several papers"
dealing with the structure -nd microstructure of
tungster thin films and dw- relationship of struc-
ture tiu the occurrence of superconductivity. Com-
mon to all these pape rs is the result (hat W films
have high superconducting tiansition tempera-
tures (Tr ) compared to the bulk value5,' -3 the en-
h ♦ ucr.nent in T, being as large as a factut of 400.
s.ammerer .nd Strotigin 11 have suggested that the
small particle size commonly found in evaporated
refs( for y metals correlates with (tic T, enhance-
ment, while Bond ri al' ,I rtc(icd the presence of
the P-W (A15) phase in their samples. Chopra et
al' have detected au ftc phew in sputtered W film~.
It is (hc• purpose of this letter to show that the Q-W
phase is present, that its presence is most likely
stabilized by ox ygen during the vacuum deposition,
and that the superconducting energy gap in the (3
tungsten is adequately described by BCS theory.
Samples were prepared by elect ron-besm-evapo-
rating MRC triple-zone-refined tungsten unto
7051) Corning glass substrates in a bakeable ultra-
high vacuum system. P number of films were pre-
_ _-	 pared at pressuic •s of 3 ;( 10 ', 2 X 10'. and 3 X
10 " toll, where the pressures are measured near
the substrate dunng evaporation. Evaporation rates
varied from 20 to 47 A/min and filet thickness
varied from 500 to 1500 A. The results reportec'
here dI4 not vary significantly with these evapora-
tion rates or thicknesses. The resistivity of the films
was approximately 10 -4 f2 -cm. The structure of the
filets was studied by both x-ray and election dif-
fraction. Figui es 1 ant) 2 show typical diffraction
data for samples made at the upper and lower ex-
tremes of pressure. In all cases samples prepares~
at 10 -6 torr were superconducting abo ve 3°h and
showed the presence of the 0AV phase.
It is evident from these figures that for an evapo-
ration pressure of 1:1 ' tor:, L;;t!: x-ray and efec-
toot, u(fildr.irutt ccwifiiin the prCScacc C g
- W. As
J(200) 010)	 J(210) (200) - —02	 (2u1
1321 ! (220!
'(332) (310)
(222)
ror hoes! Ene rgy ron4ersion. Uni•	 13[II -_._^._----•---	 __--
veruty of Pennsylvar .ia.	 Fig 2. Electron diffraction pattern for a- and S•W films.
1-13	 "9
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a-W (txc) remains. Superconducting transition
temp -ratures were measured for these samples and
and a- :rage 7, — 3.2'K was obtained for samples
made 10- 16 torr in ag;rcenwnt with Bond et al.' As
the pressure during evaporation ;s decreased, T,
decreases such that for 10' torr samp les we could
not dctert superconductivity down to LWK. This
is expected since T, for a-W is only 0.01°K.' We
suggest thcrcfore that the T, ettlrauccutcnt its vacu-
um-deposited W films is due to the presence ot' the
P-W phase in agrrement with Bond et al.' and that
this phase is stabilized° by the presence of oxyger
in the vacuum system during deposition.
These results further indicate that both a-W :end
fl- W phases arc present whets the pressure during
evaporation is between 10 -6 torr anti 10' torr
(for our evaporation ratzs; the pressure range may
of course be different for different evaporation
;atcs). Ther:fore we st ► gSg est that the variability
of T,• from one sample to another, and the decrease
in T,- with pressure during; evaporation is related
to the connectivity of the Q-W regions, a particle
size effect in the P-W re),►ions or tx)th. The effect
of oxygen on the structure of tungsten films was
suggested by Kammerer and Strong;in, 1 and al-
though they weic unablt. to observe it, this work
confirms their trypoti-resis.
Tunnel junctions wrrc prepared on samples
made at 10-' torr using; 1'b and Sri
 
In this way the energy gap was determin,-d
as a function of temperature using standard tech-
nives' and the results are shown in fig;. 3 Excel-
lent agreement with the BCS" th eory is evident. This
represents the first reported energy gap meas-
urements for P- tungsten.
1 O	 1	 1	 T --T 	 T	 T	 T	 T
^	 •	 1
r
d	 •••' ^• I%AWrlt 1.1t•I1
r-•-so (%AWOL( 1•66 •tl
•	 • a••' r• IS•rP.or 1•!1•••1
t^
r
°o	 I	 e	 s	 s	 •
T/Te
Fig. S. EnerR-i gap A(T) of A-W as a function of ttalperature
T, varied from S.I'K to !.!'K and the correapondrng value
of 2MOOT, are 2.63 and 5.64, rtspectibely.
helpful discussions with Drs. K. L. Chopra, A.
Dahm, A. Jensen, J. R. Schrieffer, and W. Worrell
are gratefully acknowledged.
1 O. F. Kan1111erer and M. Strongir, Phyj. Loners 17, 224 (1965).
10. F. Karnrnerer and M. Strongin, Pr oc. of the Intern. Symp.
held at Clausthal-( ottingen, Sept. 1965.
3 W. L. B •rnd, A S Cm)per, K. Andres, G. W. Hull, T. H.
Gehalle, and B. T Matthias, Phyt. Rev. L-etterl 13, 260 (1965).
' K. L. Chopra, M. R Randle, ane t R. H. DO. APPI Phyr. Let-
ters 9, 402 (1966).
'J W. Gibson :.nee R A Hein, Phys Rry Letters 12, 688 (1964).
1 H. 1. Kaplan and W L. Worrell, Tram, Met Soc A/ME 0!"),
to be published.
11. Giaever and K Me%erk, Phw. Rev 122, 1101 (1)61)-. B. N.
Taylor. Ph D. dissertation, University of Pennsylvania, 1965_
•J Bardeen, L- N Cooper, and  R. Sehrielfer,1 1hys Rev. 108,
1 175 (1957).
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1 . S STUDIES OF THERMAL TRANSPIRATION FOR THE
DEVELO P MENT
 
OF A "THERMAL, PUMP"
Senior Investtgator: Dr. Manfred Altman
Graduate Student: E. Hopfinger
O BTECT IVES
To develop a gar pump without moving parts based on the thermal
transpiration principle.
PREVIOUS ACCOMPLISHMENTS
0 Theoretical analysis of idealized system.
2) Experimental results of Clow rates and steady state pressu,•e
differences as a function of mean pressure were reported, w:rich
are typical of thermal transpiration in membranes of finite
thickness.
3) Thernnal transpiration in membranes of finite thickness was
formulated theoretically, and the equations evolved reconciled
with experiments 1 resulcs .
PROGRESS IN PAST PERIOD
Experiments have been extended to include five porous ceramics
and two Millipore membranes of different geometric properties. An ef-
ficiency analysis was carried out and a merit factor defined in terms of
physically rrieaningfull quantitids, such as thermal transpiration flow
coefficient, isothermal permeability, and apparent heat conductivity of
the membrane mate,-ial. A doctoral dissertation based on this work was
completed. Detai's on page 91-11 through h I-ik•
^t	
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2 . PIASMA ENG INEERI JG
Senior Members: George Schrenk , Samuel Schweitzer, H suan Yeh
maim
Imug- OW IN AN ANNIIIAR GAP
Senior Investigator: Dr. 1. M. Cohen
•
Graduate Students: T. Ebtekrr, 'N. C. Frazier, J. P. Hanson
OBIECTIVES
To : ,udy the fl ...d mechanics of rotating MHD flows.
PREVIOUS ACCOMPLISHMENTS
••
	
	
The problem of a liquid conductor (such as mercury) confined between
two, concentric cylindrical electrodes is considered. Tl.a liquid inetal 15
electromagnetically accelerated by th y ; Lorentz: force in the circumferential
direction created whe.i a current is passed between the two electrodes (held
at different potentials) and an axial riagnetic field is maintained. The gov -
erning equations and boundary cond i tions are! written allowing for the effects
of viscosity, finite conductivity of the electrodes, gravitational and Lorentz
^.d forces, and secondary  flows. The otontial and current densitybody or
	 p	 y c+istri-
f-	 buttons for the static problem have been calculated. Solutions have also been
obtained for a problem related to the slow flow induced by the static field
^ •	 configure* ion. Experiments have been conducted both with -. ,id without an
applied magnetic field. Circumferential magnetic field and electrostatic
j	 potential has been measurt 3 without an applied magnetic field. Velocities
1 have been deduced from pre - sure measurements made with an applied magnetic
field. For example, with <3 current of 100 arrrps through the device and an axial
magnetic field of about 1500 gduss, velocities of the order of 35 cm/sec have
been measured.
^. T. Ebtekar, , "Flow of a Conducting Liquid in an Annular :nap", Ph. D. disserta -
r	
tioa, University of Pennsylvania , May, 1968.
!.	 1
!	 1-16
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PROGRESS IN PAST PERIOD
In the MHD measurements maJe by T. Ebtekar, a cur► ducting fluid of
liquid ; ;crcury wrth certain additives was used. Because a good electrical
contact between the fluid and container was desired for uniform current dis-
tribution and between the fluid and qlass for reading a meniscus 	 in measur-
ing pressure,	 the additive-, were such as to in;.rease the we ttahllity of
s mercury on a,ainles s e. - ol aria gl,)ss.	 Sodium metal (.tias added. One part AO
" in one thousand was suiticient to obtain a complete mversal cf the meniscus.
An apparatus was constructed wt  ^ h could mea:iure conductivity accurately
to within 2% and was repeatable to within 0. 1%. 	 The conductivity of mer-
cury with little Impurity (dental grade) waa measured and the results agreed3
with the stariuur i w^.u.::; to within 0.39'% .	 With the sodium additive, test.
showe rs the cond retiv*i.'.y of the - , !ut:ion to be so close to that of dentalgiade
mer,- ,iry that the difference could not be detecte(A on the apparatus.
The flow of a iiquid conductor in the annulus forced between two con- i
ce.itric e l ectrodes in the presence of an axial magnetic field is being in-
V 1"'; vestigdted .
The governing differential equations anu boundary conditions for the
flow velc.,city and the in.:uced magnetic field have been derived.	 In this
analysis, it is assumed th:.t I., he conductivity of the electrodes is much
higher than th:,t of the fluid, the velocity is purely tangential ^seconcian3
flow is neglected) , and the a.vpljP.d m'a;netic field is uniform and in the
axial direction only.
With these assumptions it was found that the dimensionless equations
for velocity and induced ma g netic field depend only on the Hartmann number
and the ratio of the Ittrigth of the annulus to the radius of the inner electrode.
} Solutions fc.>r small and large Hartmann numbers, as well as the general
case, are well under woy. 	 The solution for small Hartmann number has been t
completely formulated, to an accuracy of tire order of the Hartmann number
;. cubed, althoulh no numerical calculations have been made.	 Considerable J
prcrrc>ss has been made toward the solution for large qortmann number (tire
case of most interest) as well as 	 or the general case.
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2.2 BASIC SURFACE IMIFSTIQAI L(^NS
G . L. Schrenk , S. Fona s h , S. P. Sharma
UBTECTNER
To study the influence ui high fields on surface charge
distribucions.
PREVIOUS ACCOMPLISHMENTS
Research :: In progress to understand the structure of field ion
micrographs, in particular, we are try r ing to understand the varying aver-
age intensity of different regions and also the varying intensity of various
,lots . The regions of . ,arying intensity are gather sharply defined and are
more pronounced in some metals than in others; e.g . , in platinum they
form one of the most pron -jirient features of the micrograph, awhile in tung-
sten they are barely disc,.^rniole.
A quantum mechanical model of the tunneling process has been
constructed in order to study the possible effects that the shape of the
Fern,,'.; g urface of an actual metal may have on high field tunneling proba-
bilities.
PROGRESS II T PAST PERIOD
f	 Platinum, as imaged by helium, has been extensively studied.
1	 Definite effects from the shape of the platinum Fermi surface
f'
	 have been obtained; these results can explain a large part of the structurei
of the platinum micrograph. These results are limited by the lack of
knowledge of the i Prmi surface of p latinum.
The model used an& the results obtained for platir, , ,m have been
written up and form the Ph.D. dissertation for Steve Fonash. l detailed
sym. ,jiy of this dissertation is in Appendix.
L
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2 . 3 A MATERIALS STUDY OF SILICON SOLAR CPLLS
Senior Investigator: S. R. Pol1a%.;k
Graduate Student: W. H. Becker
OBTEGTIVES
1. To understand and ultirrately improve contacts to silicon
photovoltaic devices.
2. To understand failure mechanisms leading to contact
delaminations in silicon photovoltaic devices.
PREVIOUS ACCOMPLISHMENTS
A literature search has been conducted to determine the state of under-
standing of the above-mentioned problem areas. Unfortunately techniques
of fabrication arc not readily available due to the competitive nature of this
field.
PROGRESS IN PAST PERIOD
Mr. Becker is spending two months at the jet Propulsion Laboratoiies
where he will have greater access to this information, and where he can
learn the test and evaluation procedures for state-of-the-art Photovoltaic
device,, .. A patent disclosure was submitted to Mr. Ernst Cohn of NASA
entitled "Siiicon Solar Cell Contacts" .
j	 J
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3. ELECTROCHEMICAL ENGINEERING
Seni6r Member:	 Dr. i0ii« OW.. BQAAL i5
Postdoctoral Research Associate: Dr. Phiiippe javet J I
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1i	 3. 1 C`VERPOTENTIAL TRANSIENTS ON THE ROTATING DISK
Senior Investigator: Dr. L. Nants
Crs.:uatc Student. :rVLr/y- Klui,,
OBJECTIVES
t
The present problem is an attempt to treat in a rational way a typical
l
electrode for which the mass transport is controlled to permit prediction of.
electrochemical effects . Th+, rotating disk (7 p,-)metry wab found to be ideal
for this p>>rpos& , and may be used in conjunction with actual battery elec-
trodes and electrolytes . The present study will accomplish a long desired
treatment of combined activation and concentration overpotential transient
behavior. Engineering extension to fuel cells and batteries may be obtained
by lrne w]-d l e of local Musselt numbers which control mass transport at
working electrodes. 	 -
a P RE`3IOUS ACCOM13LISHMENTS
A mathematical modei has been constructed for the transient redo;: ----
t	
overpotential deciying from steady s*,ate followtnn interruption of galvano-
1	 static conditions. The model includes initial conditions for the individual
_y concentration pry;tiles or an oxidized and reduced species and the time de-
Pendent Navier-Stokes equation as applied to a rotating disk geometry.
Also a time dependent functional expression relating overpotential of the
total redox system to the concentration of the individual component species
has been derived. A rotating disk system ha- been designed for experimental
verification of the analytic treatment.
i	 PROGRESS IN PAST PERIOD
—.10
	The experimental apparatus has been completely assembled for the	 J
^.	 purpose of obtaining transient overpotential data of a redox system on a
1	 1-20
1
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rotating disk. Theo^'.;^ redox system studied sn far employs 5x 10-3M
potassium ferricyanide, 5x10 ^M potassium fp:To%;yanide dissolved in 2M
potassium hydroxide. The rotating disk and its associated monitoring sys-
tems have been found to perform quite well. The apparatus was used to
examine the steady state behavior of the aforementioned redox system,
i.e. the variation of limiting current densities with speed of rotation, and
the data obtained confirmed they work of Arvia . (1)	 Initial transient data
have been collected using a C-1? oscilloscope camera attached to a
Tektronix 555 oscilloscope, but the results have as yet not been -analyzed
sufficiently to warrant any comparison with theoretical hypothesis.
(1) Arvia , A. J . , Marciano , S. L. , Podesta , J. J. , Electrochimica Acta ,
Vol. 12, pp. 259-266/(1967) .
I
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3.2 CURRENT AND POTENTIAL DISTRIU ION IN CYLINDRICAL
GEOMETRIES: ENC71NEERING APPLICATION TO FUEL CELL DESIGN
J.
rj	 Senior Investigator: Dr. L. Nanis
Graduate Stuoent • `.A. allace Kt-^st-Iman
--	 OBJECTIVES
The purpose of chi:; research is to derive simple matherhaticaT expres-
s ion. useful- fw engineertrq eAr A h.iri tion of cu,-rent and potential distributions
for common geometries, as encountered in fuel cells or battery design.
-	 -_--	 PREVIOUS ACCOMPLISHMENTS
•	 I
The previous two limiting cases of current distribution to a disc (namely,
primary and uniform) were supplemented by solution for the interTr.ediary
case for linear polarization. Solution of a singular linear integral equation
g ave the distribution which was shown to reduce to the previous lim !,W11
cases fcr polarization parameter equalling infinity and zero respectively.
PROGRESS IN PAST PF.Rrn:
^►
	
	
The case of primary current and potential distribution has been inves-
tigated for the case of a plane electrode - versus - cylindrical electrode
cor.figuration potential and current density have been ane.:ytically represented
functions of position, with spac i ng - to - radius ratio as a parameter,
-	 - -
	
--
for the primary case.--A bilinear transformation of coordinates gave the dis-
tribution in terms of simple algebraic expressions.
1-22
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3.3 Foaming Electrolyte Fuel Cell
Senior Investigator:	 Dr. L. Nar ► is
Student:	 Frank R. Mcl.arnon
OBJECTIVES
_.._.... 'be riiffusinn of reacting sp::cies provides an ultimate limitation in all
•--.,,,^	 electrochemical processes. For fuel cell applications, dissolved electro-
active gases may be rapidly dissolved in very thin film of electrolvte.
Such a structure is provided by a foamed electrolyte and may be useful in
_ 
w	 practice if the rate of transport is 5u:f::,ie^: an.! the circuit resistance is low.
Verification- & - this p033 :b::ity is the goal of present laboratory testing of
cell geometries, surfactants and electrolytes.
PREVIOUS ACCOMPLISIiMUITS
It has been demonstrated that electrode reaction can be supported through
a foamed electrolyte. Role of traces of oxygen in triggering the potential
instability between the hydrogen reduction and oxygen evolution reyion has
beers shown.
PR OGRESS IN PAST PERIOD
Work has been concentrated on the design, construction and testing of a cell
which could be readily disassembled and cleaned and which would minimize the
migration of oxygen into the anode compartment.
1-23
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3.4 COMIC SCALE ELECTRODE PROCESSES
P . javet	 L. Nanis
OBTECTWES
The novel method combining field ion microscopy (F.I.M.) and electro-
chemistry developed under this contract, allows study of electrode surfaces
with a resolution (-1 3 X ) revealing the atomic phenomena which control
the macroscopic behavior of fuel-cell catalysts, battery materials, and other
type of electrodes. This visualization aids to the establishment of correct
models for electrode kinetic.
PREVIOUS ACCOMPLISHMENTS
A systematic investigation of best conditions of image formation with
different metals has led to the choice of Iridium for further studies. Results
on evolution of gas on Ir, and rearrangement of surface atoms induced on
the surface by immersion into dilute Ir- i on solution has been reported.
PROGRESS IN PAST PERIOD
The rearrangement of surface atorns on Ir surfaces has been observed
with variation in a large range of experimental con,^!tions-, P8,111cularly time
1 _^ _.,^ _ ..anr'-concentration. Particular growth features appearing at long times have
1	 been analyzed, and a maximum value for the excharge current density has
been obtained.
C
t
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3.5 PRIMARYAND SECONDAR ELLa
WING ChARQE TRANSFER COMPLEXES
Senior Investigators:
Dr. r. Gutmann	 A. P. Saunders
OBIECTIVES
To study and seek to improve the performance of the system M<I
Phenothiazine/I 2 : C or Pt.
PREVIOUS ACCOMPLISHMENTS
Evidence was found that the complex V the above system acts as a	
t.
cathode. Liquids or vapors of high permittivity liquids ac;tinc, as an electro-
lyte at the Complex/Mg interface, serving to enhance the diffusion of iodine
to, and reaction products from, the Mg surface.
PROGRESS IN PAST PERIOD	 4	 1
It has been shown that a parasitic corrosion reaction occurs in the
presence of water or high pernittivity organic solvents at the Mg surface.
Using a silver anode in a cell sealed under dry conditions, the corrosion is
minimal. S , ich cells have an O/C voltage of 0.65v and short circuit curr< ,its t
in the region of 500 a/c m 2 geo. surface area . A new cell is described con-
euming iodine at 100% faradaic efficiencies and Mg at 80%, faradaic efficien-
cies with limiting cathode current densities in excess of 100 ma/crn 2
 . A new	 1
fuel cell cathode based on the oxidation of iodide to iodine is described, to-
gether wita the finding that KI electrolyte deters the chemioal reaction involv-
ing water and Mg , enabling the Mg to be in contact with the electrolyte for
days at open circuit conditions without visible evidence of corrosion. I
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1 .4 S'JPERCONDUC'I'rVrrY IN EVAPORATED TUNGIS
	
_i "LM S
Senior Investlgat(,r: Dr. S . R. Po1)Ark
Graduate Student: S. Basavaiah
QBJECTIVES
The primary objective of this stuc:y was to determine the reason for
the large enhancement of the superconducting tranFl*icr ter perature in
tungsten thin films. The secondary objective was t , study the properties "^'--•----
of the tungsten thin film superconductors.
	
t
PREVIOUS ACCOMPLISHMENTS	 1A
All data were completed on the areas of (1) Structure of tungsten
films.	 (2) Effect of gas precsu:e on structure. (3) Tunneling data.
PROGRESS IN PAST PERIOD
The data were analyzed and summarized. The work was completed
and was reported as follows:
(1) S. R. Pollack and S. Basavaiah, Bull Am Phys Soc .
13, March 1968,
  
P. 4 76 .
(2) S. Basavaiah and S. R. Pollack, Appl. P_hys. Let. ,
12, 259 (1968) .
(3) S. Basavaiah and S. R. Pollack,] Appl. Phys.,
(to be published) .
The accompanying reprint summarizes some of the results of this
investigation. Mi . Basavaiah, alsc submitted a Ph.D. Thesis.
J
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SUPERCONDUCTIVITY IN EVAPORATED TUNGSTEN FILMS*
S Ba.savamh and S R Pullitck
School of Met.11wgy and M.terials lkiente, University of Prnns)Iv.tnia
Phil.delhhia. Prtnsylvania 141(4
(Received 13 March 14611)
Tungsten films were found to be superconducting at S 2'K Upon investigation by x-ray and cle(tion diffraction,
a a W (AIS) structure was evident. S • +perconcluetting utnnehng studies revraled that the ratio 20(())ikT, varied
from 2 32 and 3.64 and A(T)/O(0) vs TIT, followed thr IS(A theory.
1
t
Recently there have appeared several papers'-'
dealing with the structure -nd microstructure of
tungsten+ thin films atad the relationship of struc-
turr to the c ►rcurrence of superconductivity. Com-
mon to all these papers is the result that W films
have high supercomfucting transition tempera-
tures (Tr ) compared to the bulk values,' - ' the en-
harr..c.nent in Tr being as large as a factut of 400.
hammerer :nd Strongin" have suggested that the
small particle size commonly found in evaporated
refractory metals correlates with the T,. enhance-
ment, while Bond r-t al' .'etcutcd the presence of
the P-W (A 15) phase in their samples. Chopra et
al' have detected ate fLc phese in sputtered W films.
It is iltc purpose of this Letter to show that the Q-W
phase is present, that its presence is most likely
stabilized by oxvgen during the vacuum deposition,
and that the sul ►ereonductirtg energy gap in the p
tungsten is adequately described by BCS theory.
Samples were prepared by electron-be g in-evapo-
rating MRC triple-zone-refined tungsten ol ► to
7050 Corning glass substrates in a bakcable ultra-
high vacuum system. A number of films were pre-
,_- pared at pressures of 3 x 10-', 2 X 10 -', and 3 X
10 " tort, where the pressures are measured near
the substrate dunrtg evaporation. Evaporation rates
varied from 20 to 47 A/min and filar thickness
varied from 500 to 1500 A. The results reporter'
here did) not vary significantly with these evapora-
tion rates or thicknesses. The resistivity of the films
was approximately 10 -4 fl-cm. The structure of the
Mills was studied by berth x-ray and electr on dif-
traction. t tgures 1 and 2 show typical diffraction
data for samples made at the upper and lower ex-
tremes of pressure. Iii all cases samples prepared
at 10 -6 torr were superconducting abo ve 3*K and
showed the presentee of the Q-W phase.
It is evident from these figures that for all evapo-
ration
^^ee
 pressure o r. 10 -4-' tor;, L;;:!: x-ray and elec-
toot, t fi aar. ► loll ctAiSiin the p,rescacc C. PM. As
the pressure is decreased, the (200) and (211) lines
of the 13-W phase decrease in intensity and the (I 10)
a-W line increases in intensity until at 10 - " t-rr only
2©
Fig. 1. X-ray diffraction pattern for W films, with p ressur-s
du, ing d4 position of (a) 3 r 10 `torr; (6) 2 x 10 'torn.
13-w	 a - w
- ^..._^ .. _	 _.. ter.-..^^►^1^^w ••--
-06A.: rrft -
	
- ,+ -
	 M - - - r
(200) (110)-^ J
(210) (200  —
(211) (211)
(321) 12201
(3321 (310)
(222)
a .Srv^^r.:iv u^ iGitaiitC fGr P-rect irvroy y Con version.Uni
.----
versay of Pennsylvar .ia.	 Fie. 2. Electron di ffraction pattern for a- and B-W films.
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a-W (bcc) retrains. Superconducting transition
temp-ratures were measured for thr%e samples and
and a• gage T, c 3.2''K was obtained for samples
made 10'6 torr in agrcenlcm with Bond et al.' As
the pressure during evaporation ;s decreased, T,
decreases such that for 10' torr samp les we could
not detect sul,crconductivity down to 1 WK. Th is
is expected since T, for a-W is only 0 . 01°K.' We
suggest therefore that the T, enlrencentrnt iu vat.sr-
um-deposited W films is due to the presence of the
/3-W phase in ;,grrement with Bond et al.' and that
this phase is stabilized° by the presence of oxyger
in the vacuum system during dclx,sition.
These results further indicate that both a-W and
O-W phases are present when the pressure during
evaporation is between 10 -4 torr and 10' torr
(for our evaporation ra gs; the pressure range may
of course be different for different evaporation
rates). Ther:fore we sltggest that the variability
of T, from one sample to another, and the decrease
in T,. with pressure during evaporation is related
to the connectivity of the Q-W regions, a particle
size effect in the O-W legions or both. The effect
of oxygen on the stru •. turc of' tungsten films was
suggested by Kammerer and Stiongin, l and al-
though they we• rc unablt. to observe it, this work
confirms their Irypoti-r, sis.
Tunnel junctions were prepared on samples
made at 10-' torr using I Ib and Sri
 In this way the energy gap was determin:d
as a function of temperature using standard tech-
nivics' and the results are shown in Fig. 3 Excel-
lent agreement with the BCS'thoory is evident. This
represents the first reported energy gap mcas-
urements for P-tungsten.
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Fig. 3. EnerR-j Rap 4(T) of A-W as a (unction of temperature
^. T, varied from 3.1'K to 3.3'K and the corresponding glue
of 20(0)/h T, are 2.63 and 3.64, rtspecti.ely.
Helpful discussions with Drs. K. L. Chopra, A.
Dahm, A. ,Jensen, J. R. Schrieffer, and W. Worrell
are gratefully acknowledged.
1 O. F. Kammerer and M. Strongir, Phys. letters 17, 224 (1965).
10. F. Kammerer and M Strong+n, Proc. of the Intern. Syrnp.
held at Clausthal-( ottingen, Sept. 1965.
3 W. L. B-Ir ►d, A S. Caper, K. Andres, G. W. Hull, T. H.
Gehalle, and B. T Matthias, Phys. Rev. L_eturl 15, 260 (1965).
' K. L. Chopra, M. R. Randle, ant+ R. H. Dufl, Appl Phys. Let-
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1 .5 STUDIES Of THERMAL TRANSPIRATIQN FQR THE
r DEVELOPMENTQF A "THERMAL f 1NMP'
Senior Investtgator: Dr. Manfred Altman
Graduate Student: E. Hopfinger
OBJECTIVES
f
l	 To develop a gae pump without moving parts based on the thermal
i	
transpiration principle.
1.
^.	 PREVIOUS ACCOMPLISHMENTS
1. i) Theoretical analysis of idealized system.
2) Experimental results of flow rates and steady state pressure
differences as a function of rr.ean pressure were reported, w: ► ich
are typical of thermal transpiration in membranes of finite
thickness .
i3) Thermal transpiration in membranes of finite thickness was
fon-nulated theoretically, and the equations evolved reconciled
I '
	with experimental resu:cs .
PR OG RESS _IN PAST PERIO D
Experiments have been extended to include five porous ceramics
and two Millipore membranes of different geometric properties. An of -
i	
fieiency analysis was carried out and a merit factor defined in terms of
{	 physically meaningfull quantitids, such as thermal transpiration flow
co(:fffcient, isotherm, al permeability, and apparent heat conductivity of
the membrane mate ► ial. A doctoral dissertation hased on this work was
completed. Detai's on page Al- ir through	 i^•
e
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Senior Members: George Schrenk, Samuel Schweitzer, Hsuen YEh
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I
Map LL W IN AN ANNt?LAR CAP
Senior Investigator: Dr. 1. M. Cohen
Graduate Students: T. Ebtekrr, W. C. Frazier, J. P. Hanson
OBIECTIVES
To s.udy the fl--d mechanics of rotating MHD flows.
PREVIOUS ACCOMPLISHMENTS
••
	
	 The problem of a liquid conductor (such as mercury) confined between
two concentric cylindrical electrodes is considered. T%a liquid metal is
r
electromagnetically accelerated by th y ; Lorent^ force in the circumferential
1	 direction created whe.i a current is P assed botween tlie two electrodes (held
at different potentials) and an axial ragnetic field is maintained. The gov -
erning equations and boundary cond"tions are! written allowing for the effects
of viscosity, finite conductivity of the clectrodes, gravitational and Lorentz
body forces, and s econdary flows. The owntial anJ current density distri- or 	 p	 y
f-	 butlons for tho static problem have been calculated. Solutions have also been
1	 obtained for a problem related to the slow flow induced by the static field
•	 config urat ion. Experiments have been conducted both with , td without an
i	 applied magnetic fiel(l. Circumferential magnetic field and electrostatic
potential has been measurt .i without an applied magnetic field. Velocities
fmeasurements made with an appliedhave been deduced from pre-sure 	 RPmagnetic9
field. For ex,imple, with a current of 100 amps through the device and an axial
magnetic field of about 1500 gauss, velocities of the order of 35 cm/sec have
(	 been measured.
f
^.	 T. Ebtekar, "Flow cf a Conducting Liquid in an Annular :nap", Ph. D. disserta -
x	 tion, University of Pennsylvania, May, 1968.
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Frurn equation ( 2 a )
N r^ Jo C^M	 ^) ih ^o ( ^1 @I, c J	 jM ^'o l ",l a^ t1.
From equation ( 2 b )
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From equation ( 2 c )
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From eq , ,; t ion ( 2 d )
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From equation ( 3 b)
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Or in matrix form the above set of equations can be written as
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A non-trivial solution to equatLon ( 7 ) exists only when the secular
determinant is zero. The eigen - values A n are then obtained from the following
equation.
= v
,J,j ( A, )	 1 -e ( A. )
	
(' R)
The eigen values can be obtained by an iterative s Theme. The numerical results
l
are presented in the next section. rcr .:ach value ^ h	the valuels of A
.	 ^	 ln'i
A2n Ain, B 2n, Ban can be obtainedt by using each roar, cif equalcicln ( 8 . In
principle only their ratios are obtained and by making A I n = 1, t ! ze remaining
coefficients can 'ue evaluated. Phis completes the evalu^ tion of Rah ^)
and	 „	 !
l^
Basec. on the above general solution, two special cases of 	 g(t)	 aie considered
be, 11,H•,.
C ase 1:	 g (t) = T o	We can set TYCF = To as the reference temperature for
the purposes of non- dimensionalising.
Hence:	 f le ) — )
A l -5
i
j
tI
rFor this case	 6	
1
le d 0-
J
or equation ( 30 ) becomes
v	 W 
d	 SJ,
where
Using equation ( 18) this simplifies to
	
a	 1
A	 4 l
^^ l
Case 2:	 g ( t) = b f where	 is a constant. Then oq,^( 6 )^	 a
' /	 w e obtainBy making Tc - Sc /v(f	 a
-f ( e)) = 6)
For this case
^^O
' C 	 °ja 	 do'
0
or equation ( 30) becomes
do, 9 / 1) -- J	 - A^'e
a
w here
Using equation ( 18) this simplifies to
	
^	 h
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i
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In this case, '.-he surface temperature is a linear function of time. This linear
variation has an interesting feature. After a suViciently long time, the
temperature at any point in the composite cylinder will vary linearly with time
and hence the difference in temperature between any two points, say, the outer
surface and the center of the composite cylinder, will not vary with time. 4
For a given rate of surface temperature rise, the cemperature difference is a
function of the thermal diffusivity of the different layers
	
This situation can
be precisely realized experim , lntaJly and used to measure the thermal diffusivity.
The experimental details are (iesciribed in C2 jt
RESULTS
J	 Equaticn ( 8 ) shows that the ei{Ien %values Xh ara functions of the parameters of
the composite cylinder, .2	 aj , °fi•	 k 	 4^ hd
	
^^C	 C I ^^,
	
a,
For specific values of t;zese paTaraeters
	
	
were obtained by solving equationh
( 8 ) in an ele-Aronic ligital computer. These values are presented in Table 1 .
The e?gen values	 were obtained for one particular geometry, 	 O 3
and	 ^? =
	
and for one set of materials
^ 	 for which	
- 1 o V, °^^ ^z
	
k,	 k i a al a,CAd
The time variation of T,- (f, d )	 is graphicaljy shown in Fig 2, for the casef
of Jjinear variation of temperature at the aurface.
I
Re! erences
1. K. Sreenivasan and M. Altman, "Transielt Heat Conduction in Composite
Cylinders'' , submitted for publication.
K. Sreeni-rasan	 A quasi-stca , iy methe ,,d for measui- ing the thermal diffusivity
of molten salts" , Ph. D. diss( rtation, t niv. of Pennsylvania, Dec,. 1967.t
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Table 1 - The first Len root!; of equation ( 28 )
1 1.1851 1.2752
2 3	 0524 -0.5707
3 4.5260 0.4320
4 6.3202 -0.1829
5 8.6932 0.13b13
6 10.8161 -0.3027
7 12.13U3 0.5858
8 13.3644 -0.,,113.7
9 15.2511 0.1387
10 17.5643 -0.1091
J	 ^^
1
1
i
^
I
I
^r
0
'	 1
'	 ^	 J
i
A1--8
r
.4de-
^r
r ter.
1	 1
K. Sreenivasan and M. Altman
Fig. 1	 Physical system considered.
r'ig. 2	 Variation of temperature with time.
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Studies of Thermal Transpiration for the
Development of a "Thermal I'ump"
Senior Invest:?%tor: 	 Dr. Manfred Altman
Graduate Student:	 E. Hopfinger
Thermal tran-a eration, the phenomenon of-the flow of gases through
porous media under the influence of a_t•mpetature gradient , can he
utilized as a driving 'urce .n a new type of gas pump. 	 In previous reports
toe phenomenon of thermal transpiration was described and the following
was reported:
1)	 Flow rates through an	 :a! barrier, i.e. infinitely thin rind a
pore size mLech srr	 tian the molecular mean, free path,
cal*y-own from k,,,-t,_ theory.
2)	 Expermental results of flow rates and steady state pressure
dif:ercnces as a function of mean pressure, typical of thermal
tra ,,^spi -ation in membranes of finite thickness.
-	 3)	 A theore,ical formul..tion of thermal transpiration in actual
rneinbranr s , based on the methods pf non-equilibrium 	 thermo-
dynamics and the dusty-gas theory 	 .	 The equations evolvcd
predicted the experimental rest.ilts adequ6tely.
In this report thermal transpiration for the u;e of power production
is ai Wy zed more closely.	 A generalized treatment of linear Systems was
developed b
	 Odum and Pinkerton 2 .P	 Y
The reduced efficiency (overall etfrciency divided by Carnot„ ,l
efficiency) is given by
Puwcr input
Power output	 a	 (1)
Expressions for the power input and output ^ n terms of the fluxes and then ,ao-
dynamic potential.- are obtained from the ec . -tion for the rate of entropy
production. Temperature times the rate of er, opy production is the rate,
of dissipation of energy, which is equal to the useful power input minus
J
Al-11
t
the useful power outpL, t. Startinn with the expression for the entropy
_•Aduction, Ref. (2) fout:d an expression for the reduced efficiency in
the form,
where	 c-	 and f are genera' coefficients and 	 is a "thrattle
i	 setting" .
The group (Cf&1 represents a "merit farAor" . Mjximum eficiency
-ind efficiency at . maximum power in ge;ieral ocL:ur at different values of
r	 When M' <c 1 however, peak effici>ncy and peak power coincide
at	 112 and the reduced efficiency is ,,hen given by
M^	 (3)
For the purpose of expressing the merit factor i terms of physically
4	 more meaningful quantiti s, a "thermal transpiration f.ow coefficient"
KT was introduced in this work, 	 similar in its nattti- to the iso-
thermal perrr.eability coefficiC^t K. We defined KT as (N''i /p ) tunes
the molar .-ate of flow per unit urea cf membrane, at zero pr ssure differ-
ence, divided by the termperatul' ,, gr•tdient * . In terms of KT s he merit
fact(_ , can be expressed at;
_ 
N1 ^ ^ T p	
KT
KK	 (4)
t
`	
* In prev!.ous reports 3 different definition t.^r KT was given.
1
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where T and p are the mean temperature of the membrane and mean
pressure respectively, K is the isothermal permeability and x the
apparent heat conductivity and is experimentally obtaine.: from
)e
	 C^^'>>g 01 ` /°T	 t5^
where (J,),=.o	 is the energy flux at steady state, L the thickness
of the membrane and 6'.' the temperature difference.	
ti
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"Yarivr^. fix, ::1;ati'^e:^l^tiis^ilM► 1^,^-:
lrxperimentdl results:
Experiments were carried out on five porous ceramic and two
'Millipore filter of different geometric properties. The eomc: trio propertiesP	 9	 P P	 9	 P P
of these membranes are listed in Table l . Fig. 1 shows a typical plot of
efficiencyvers s to al flow to or He a T = 4030K 	 T a 106°C
 ,(,	 u	 t	 rate f	 t	 G
and atmospheric pressure. The merit factors and maximum reduced
efficiencies for Fie in all the membranes, at atmospheric pressure and
'	 those pressures at which M' x has a maximum value, are listed in
Tahle 2, Also shown in TablF• 2 are measured values of x . The value
at which M' K is a maximum is seen from Table 2 to be about 1.75. A
theoretical value of d p / % for maximum power output wa:; derived and
I
w,ts found to be (deb
 ) theor. = 2.13 . Table 2 shows that the reduced
efficiencies for purnpiny helium vai y from 0.001 % in ceramic 06 to 0.30%
In Millipore membrane C.S. The variation of the efficiencies with the
ceramics is Niue to the difference in their geometric properties as seen
from Table I. The efficiencies measured with the Nfillipore membranes
are higher than those measured with the ceramics. This is due to the
lower hnat conductivities of the Millipore membrane.
The efficiency of 0.30° in the case of the Millipore GS membrane
1 was measured at a inean pressure of 32 cm Hg . Since the effici -icy, as
seen from equation (4) , is directly proportional to the pressure at which
the pump is operated, we can conclude that an efficiency of the ')rder of
1% can be achieved with .a, membrane whose physical properties are similar
r
to tho :rte of Millipore GS, bul which has a pore size such that de/ X = 2.
i
r
Al- 14	 1
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THE jNFLUENCE OF HIGH FIELDS ON
SUR^ACE CHARGE DISTRIBUT CANS
G. L. Schrenk, S. J. Fonash, S. P. Sharma
If a free atom approaches a strong iy posi.tive metal surface,
there is a probability that, under the influence of the high field and
surface forces, a valence electron will tunnel into the metal. This pro-
cess of field ionization is the mechanism by which ions are produced in
the field '.on microscope developed by E. W. Mueller. In this microscope,
conditions are sLch that the valence electron tunnels predominantly to
states in the metal with the Fermi energy. The resulting ions are repelled
away from the hemispherical metal specimen, which is a single, almost
perfect crystal, by the high field and strike a screen to form the image.
For some metals this image displays an intensity pattern which cannot
be explained in terms of work function variation. Current research seeks
to determine if such tunneling probability patterns may be related to the
shape of the Fermi surface of the metal specimen. The shape of the Fermi
surface may be important since states in the metal with the Fermi energy
are the most favorable final states for the tunneling electrons.
This research has shown in detail how the total tunneling proba -
bility varies with crystal plane for high field tunneling occurring at ex-
tremely low temperatures. Specifically, Lhe process of field ionization
of helium at the surface of a hemispherical platinum tip was considered.
The shape of the Fermi surface of platinum was shown to produce a tun-
neling probability pattern similar to that observed on actual micrographs
of platinum. The difference between the pattern obtained analytically and
that observed experimentally may be due to the omission of detail from the
model developed for the platinum Fermi surface. The agreement certainly
is affected by the omission from this analysis of the rather complex sur-
face effects. Also the analytically determined pattern was obtained by
considering tunneling to k-states on or near the Fermi surface. Experi-
u
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:^^.	 •+.. -v electron predominantly selects
or.* of these .....	 ► miji; b,' , ­^t any state whose energy is
greater than th , Fermi .	 . 1e formulation shouk! include
contributions to the tunneling pf'oh.	 till the states in the metal
whose energy is greeter than the Feria ,.
	
Such a formulation would
necessitate information on the enemy band st ire o: platinum not pres-
ently available. The incorporation of this effect ,y modify the tunneling
probability pattern that is obtained by just considei.ng the predominantly
favored states on or neir the Fermi surface. Despite these possible modi -
fying effects, the fact remains that this analysis has shown that the in-
troduction of the anisotropic energy 'sand structure of a real metal leads
to anisotropic tunneling probabilities.
Since the Fermi surface of platinum is composed of three sheets,
:he probability of tunneling at some plane (HKL) is the sum of contribu-
tions from each of these three sheets. This analysis has shown that two
of these sheets are approximately of equal importance to the tunneling
process; it has shown that the third shoet is relatively unimportant. Also,
it has demonstrated that the sheet, to which tunneling predominantly oc-
curs, varies with the plane of tunneling .
Since each of the three uniquely shaped sheets of the Fermi
surf...ce of platinum results in a unique tunneling probability pattern, the
dependence of the shape of the tunneling probability pattern on the shape
of the Fermi surface has been demonstrated. It was also shown that the
density of states factor is not as important as the shape of the Fermi
surface in producing the variation of the tunneling probability. It was
further shown that the tunneling probability pattern may be completely
changed by slightly modifying the Fermi surface shape. This dependence
of the tunneling probability pattern on the Fermi surface shape indicates
that it may be possible to obtain information on the Fermi surface of metals
from their field ion micrographs.
t
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1FOAMING ELECTROLYTE FUEL CELI,
Fenior Investigator: Dr. L. Nanis
Student: Frank R. McLarnon
The demonstration of W0 cell o peration with foamed electrolyte
prompted a search for foaraants which will produce the desired combination
of stability in electrolyte, production of "wet"and also unstable foam. It
was quickly determined that the all glass demonstration cell was ur,suited
for multiple testing procedures. As much as three days was needed toclean
the glass frit separators which were integral in the glassware. Accordingly,
the task was undertaken to design and construct a readily demountable cell
that would prevent the migration of oxygen from cathode to anode.
The cell was designed from standard, readily available parts, based
upon a resin reaction kettle with multi-port head. Inexpensive gas disper-
sion tubes were incorporated in the design as a disposable element in order
to avoid lengthy cleaning procedures. A sketch -)f the cell is shown in
Fig. 1.
In order to overcome problems of oxygen transport into the anode
compartment due to pressure differences between the anode and cathode
regions, an electrolyte filled bridge was used with the inlet to the cell
bridge placed low in the electrolyte. This had the effect of damping con-
vective effects and of providing a maximum diffusion path. Of course,
these features are gained at the expense of cell resistance, although the
study of single electrode reactions minimizes this drawback of added cell
resistance.
The cell was assembled using Dow Corning Silicone Paste in all
joints and fittings except for tygon-glass connections. The use of rubber
tubing sleeves (11 , Fig . 1) provided a simple means for producing vertical
motion of the electrode holders while maintaining a gas tight seal. The
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hydrogen bubbled into the anode compartment, was purified in a Serfass
palladium alloy diffuser, and the flow rate was monitored with a rotamoter.
Preliminary tests were made using 2N KOH and anode current from 2 to 5 mA
with both helium and also oxygen supplied to the cathode compartment. No
effect of oxygen flow rate (cathode compartment) on the anode behavior could
be detected. This represents a great improvement over previous cell designs .
taper circuit anode potentials (with respect to hydrogen electrode in same
solution) decayed •:o within 0.01 volt for either oxygen or helium feed to the
cathode side. The cell can be demounted, cleaned, and reassembled in less
than one hour. This is a considerable improvement over the several days
required for cleaning previously.
Preliminary tests were also made using as electrolyte: 0.1727 gm of
GAFAC RE-610 (General Aniline & Film) in 1.0 liter of 2N KOH solution.
The foam bubbles formed varied in size from about 0. 1 to 1 mm, depending
on dispersion tube position in the electrolyte.
It is planned to place a bend in the gas dispersion tube so that the
foam formation may be more evenly distributed over the liquid interface.
It is also planned to construct a separate housing for the reference
electrode so that ' + s position may be varied independ; ntly of the anode
position. Several new foaming agents have been collected and will be tested
for their effect un cell performance.
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FIG. 1
ANODE COMPARTMENT
I. 500m1 Resin Reac`ion Kettle (2); Sargent & Co. NS-34530A.
2. Cover Clamps with g asket (2); Sargent & Co. #S-34533A-
3. Ring Support; Sargent s Co. NS-73055D.
4. 3 way Stopcocx; Sargent & Co. NS-77105h. (10mm o.d. tubes).
5. TYgc,n Tubing; 6. Gas Dispersion Tube; A.H. Thomas Co. M5996E.
7. Neoprene Stoppers. 8. Glass Tubing; l0mm o.d.
9 & 10 Glass Tubing; 6mm o.d. 11, Rubber Tubing. 12. Gas Trap
13. Platinized platinum H , reference electrode.
2	 2	 2
14. Platinum electrodes. Cathode area 2.8 cm , anode area 3.7 cm
15. Ground Glass Joints. All 24/40.
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PRIMARY AND SECONDARY CELLS
USING CHARGE TRANSFER COMPLEXES
Dr. F. Gum -,nn 	 A . P. Saunders
This work has been brought to the point where the operation of the
device and the problems involved have been clarified.
Electro,Lysis experiments have shown that the phenothiazine/iodine
complex exhibits mainly electronic conductivity, plus a relatively small
component of ionic conductivity. The role of the complex is to provide a
low resistivity reservoir of iodine. The improvement which its employment
offers is considerable, since pure zone refined iodine has a resistivity of
the order of 10 -9 ohm-cm, while our iodine complexes have resistivities of
a few ohm-cm, 4 ohm-cm be!.ng a typical figure at room temperature. The
theoretically attainable currEnt is thus increased by 9 orders of magnitude
if the current is limited by tre ohmic series resistance of the iodine reser-	 it
vo it .
It has been found that the 1 : 2 phenothiazine/iodine complex, first
disclosed in the previous report, rei Sins soft and pliable if loss of iodine
is avoided. This complex is quite stable and may be fonned by extrusion.
Magnesium anodes are the subject of a competing parasitic Corrosion
reaction with elemental iodine even in the absence of current flow. The re-
action product is MgI 2 which poisons the Mg surface. Thus, this type of
cell requires the presence of water or an organic solvent to dissolve away
the MgI 2 layer. Such parasitic reactions are minimal with silver anodes
which do not require the presence of liquids. Cells using an Ag anode have
been prepared from dry components in a dry box, in which the sealing of the
cell with epoxy resin xvas accomplished before removing the cell for testing .
While it is not impossible that traces of water were still present in the cell,
extended drawing of current from these cells over periods of weeks showed a
drop in current from an initial 3 ma/cm 2 to an apparently stable value in the
i
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region of 0.5 ma/cm 2 . The penalty for avoiding the parasitic corrosion re-
action on Mg by using silver is a severe drop in cell voltage, viz. from 1.8
to 0.65 v.
The reaction product in all cases is metal iodide, and it is the dif-
fusion of the metal ions through this layer which limits the usefulness of the
cell. It might be possible to produce a clathrate compound which permits the
enhanced diffusion of metal ions through the reaction product. In view of the
small size of its ion, silver appears to be a good choice.
Another problem is that of assembling the cell components so that con-
tacting surface area between the complex, anode, and inert counter electrode
is maintained. The devices produced appear to have varying amounts of con-
tacting surfaces between the components.
Observing the large increases in power output due to the presence of
water vapor in the phenothiazine/iodine : Mg cells, a crude cell was made
using a magnesium anode, carbon cathode, and an aqueous solution of iodine
as the electrolyte, adding potassium iodide in order to increase the solubil-
ity of iodine and cell conductivity. High current densities were found at 1.5v
cell potential, and cathode redox reaction I 2—;:^ 21 - being limiting. This was
found to increase with I 2 concentration as shown in Fig. 1 . The magnesium
anode simultaneously suffers severe ccrrosion due to the I 2 and hydrogen
corrosion reactions, the former dominating .
The high formula weight of iodine and its comparatively high cost
made it dubious whether this cell could be developed into a practical primary
reserve cell, particularly with the high corrosion reaction involving iodine.
The high power output of the cell was attractive enough, however, to induce
further effort to minimize the corrosion problems .
Several samples of different magnesium alloys ^vere cut into pieces
of similar surface area and immersed in varying concentrations of I 2
 for a
fixed time. Having been weighed before and after (care being taken to re-
move reaction products and wash well) a measure of their respective
resistance to corrosion was found. These results, given in Fig . 2 , show
that all of the alloys tried were equally susceptible to I 2 corrosion. Accord-
ingly, 98% pure magnesium was used to take advantage of its lower cost.
Above 0.8 M I 2 concentration, the corrosion rate became too exces-
sive to allow the higher current densities to be of practical use, and a cell
using this concentration of I 2 with 60 ml of 4M KI supporting electrolytewas
made. An initial current of 1.25 A, or 135 ma/cm 2
 cathode geometric area
(herea fter g iven as C .G .A .) at a cell potential of 1.3v  was drawn, falling
over 1 hour to 0.85 A at 0.9 v. The cell resistance was initially 0.6 ohms,
rising to 1 . 15 ohr-.s at the end of the experiment. It will be seen that the
decrease in cell conductivity (due to the erosion of the anode increasing the
current path in the cell) accounts for the major part of the decrease in out-
put, the decrease in the I 2 concentration playing a minor role. A farada is
efficiency with respect to magnesium of 25% was found. This was increased
in subsequent experiments to 43% by pre-annealing .he magnesium at 6000C
in a hydrogen atmosphere; the annealing increased the grain size, which
served to diminish the disintegration of the anode surface under the rigors
of high current densities. The hydrogen anodically evolved was collected
in the latter experiment, and proved to account for only 20% of the magnesium,
the rest going to I 2 corrosion. Various anionic membranes were tried to pro-
vide a barrier to restrict the I 2 to the cathode. In all cases, the barrier was
'leapt' with comparative ease by the I2.
Another approach to the problem was that of creating a diffusion gradient
between the cathode and anode by admitting the iodine either as a liquid or
vapour into the cell via a porous cathode, the ratio of current density to flow
rate being such that little or no iodine would enter the bulk electrolyte before
being oxidized to iodide ions. This approach gave the required result.
A cell was constructed as shown in Fig. 3 , 1 M I 2 in 4 M KI was used
as the iodine source supplied through the porous carbon cathode from the
cathode cavity. The cathode was constructed with a nickel contact strip
around its periphery with a nickel wire lead spotwelded to it, and the
^i
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Iassembly attached to the glass tubulation with epoxy resin, the nickel leads
also being covered with the same resin. 	 This carbon has quite a high elec-
trical resistivity and, undoubtedly, some of the epoxy filled the peripheral
pores.	 Notwithstanding these shortcomings, the cell delivered over 120
ma/cm 2 C.G.A. at 1.2v cell voltage (initial cell resistance being 2 ohms,
C.G.A. = 1.85 cm 2 ).	 The electrolyte remained free of P.ny yellow iodine dis-
coloration stains, its color being clear at low current uensities , and ail opaque
1. grey at high current densities dale to the precipitation of the reaction products.
The cell proved to be completely functional, responding to small changes in
hydrostatic pressure over the iodine cavity in the cathode, with changes in
cathode overvoltage and current flow. 	 It was not possible to reduce the
cathode overvoltage below 200 to 300 m y without iodine entering the cell.
Interrupting the current flow momentarily whilst operating close to optimum
conditions caused iodine immediately to appear in the cell. 	 The pressure
over the iodine cavity had to be adjusted to reoptimize the cathode perfor -
mance when changes in external load were made, the operation of the cavity
pressure being analogeous to the throttle control in the carburetor of a gaso-
line engine.	 The response time, however, was too slow in this case to
M provide a complete analogy. 	 Mg alloy AZ-61 was used as the anode, it be-
i. ing available in a more convenient form.	 This gave a faradaic efficiency
rr with respect to the total weight of the alloyed magnesium of 80%, and ap-
proaching 100% with respect to iodine within the accuracy of the experiment.
The cell was run for over 17 hours; the first six hours at a current density of
110 ma/cm 2 C.G A. , followed by an overnight discharge for ten hours of
255 ma/cm	 C.G .A . , the chance being affected by lowering the pressure over
the cathode cavity and increasing the external load to raise the cell voltage
(the output was lowered to conserve the Mg anode) .	 The experinent was dis-
continued after a further two hours' operation the next day.
As is common with sudden technological advances, many other exciting
prospects have opened.	 Apart from the many measurements which have to be
made relating to cathode materials, pore diameters, electrolyte concentrations,
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etc. , the following important avenues are now under investigation.
A) It is reported that 90% of the iodine in MgI 2 may be recovered
by heating the compound to 400 00. This allows the cell to be
used in conjunction with a heat source resulting in a fuel cell
consuming magnesium and recirculating iodine via the thermal
regenerator.
B) It was found that a high residual current of over 100 ,na/cm2
C.G.A.  was available prior to admitting the iodine. This has
proven to be due to the air in the pores of the cathode. Simply
bubbling oxygen through the pores enabled a current density of
40 ma/cm 2
 C.G.A. at a cell potential of 0.5v to be drawn. Un-
less the cathode material used is very effective in oxygen re-
duction, a possible explanation might be the initial oxidation
of I - ions, *he resulting iodine operating in the normal cathode
redox reaction. If the latter is the case, the use of present
knowledge of porous electrodes will substantially increase this
performance, and this cathode may be used with a number of
anode reactions (i.e. H 21 Mg , Al, etc.).
C) It has also been found that the iodide electrolyte causes the
water corrosion reaction on magnesium virtually to cease.	
IThe cell may be left at open circuit for days without any visible
sign of corrosion taking place, upon closing the circuit, the Mg
immediately depassivates, further small increases in current be- 1
ing due to heating and an increase in cell conductivity due to
concentration changes.
All of the findings touched upon in this report are the subject of
patent proceedings in progress. 	 This work has been greatly assisted Iin
reaching this stage by Dr. Helena Wroblova-Bockris of the Electrochemical 	 f
Laboratory of the University of Pennsylvania, who has been actively concerned
* J. L. Weininger, J. Electrochem Soc. 6, 106, June 1959, 475-481.
e
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Iwith the research in a consultative capacity for the past several months.
Appreciation is also expressed, for the interest and many helpful discussions,
to Dr. Philippe Javet of this Institute.
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